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About This Game

Trek: Travel Around the World update bringing two new locations to explore!

In Trek: Around the World one can experience a total of five real-world locations, varying from Finland to India! Watch as
magical phenomenons blend with each destination visited in VR. Slip on your headset and trek around captivating

environments!

Immerse yourself in the world as you interact with the different settings, power the city of Helsinki as a giant, fill the skies with
the Northern Lights by catching magic fish, slingshot colorful balls at targets to set off a collection of fireworks, and traverse

the Northern American wilderness to gain insight in Canadian culture!

The world is your playground and if you look at the world through the eyes of a child, you can experience the magic in
everything.

- unknown source

Trek: Travel Around the World is the first thing you want to show to your friends and family members in VR. It’s a fun
experience suited for any level of VR expertise. With Trek, you can enjoy exploring immersive breathtaking environments in

ways that could never have been imagined before VR!

We are so often caught up in our destination that we forget to appreciate the journey.
- unknown source
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With this update comes two new areas! Both India and Canada have been added, each with mesmerizing experiences of their
own.
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Title: Trek: Travel Around the World
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Minority Media
Publisher:
Minority Media
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 4670 (or equivalent)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 GPU (or equivalent)

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French
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I was fairly disappointed by this game. I was expecting more of a RPG element in the game, especially since when you're being
introduced the character, "Danny" literally tells you that it's up to you whether you're going to go partying, study, work, etc. That
turns out not to be the case, as you instead basically go through and decide who you want to ge together with in arbirtrary
interactions throughout the entire semester. I lost interest fairly early, and have to say I'm disappointed.. After the first tutorials -
that game is very good already!. do not get this it sucks. A fun quirky RPG maker game. One of the few RPG maker games I'd
actually recommend.. This game is wonderful
10/10. If thy like to shoot robots your father your lord your pizza maker Cheesus Crust promises this game will wash thy sins
and kill robots while doing so and you will come to pizza heaven the best place to go.. I would recommend Satazius to both fans
of the genre and curious newcomers.

Satazius borrows some of the best elements of older games like Gradius and other horizontal shoot-em-ups, and is more
forgiving than the arcade of games of yore.

Let's take the weapon system. In Gradius the player could choose their ship build at the start of a credit, while in Satazius the
player also gets that opportunity at the start of each level, allowing them to select the best tool for the job at the right moment.
Weapons are powered up in a similar way to Gradius, though here each weapon remains powered up as you switch between
them. This gives the player the option of focusing on just a select few favourites, or else improving a wider range of weapons at
a slower rate. Spreading the love, as it were. Upon death, the player is not stripped of all power; instead their weapons are just
downgraded a few notches. This means death is not a double punishment, and failing once does not mean you're twice as likely
to fail on the next try.

The levels are full of exciting set pieces, high speed chases and environmental hazards. Indeed, the environment is as much your
enemy here as the enemies themselves, reminding me fondly of another classic horizontal shmup, Thunderforce III.

Which is a good point to turn to Satazius' few bad points. In those high speed sections the player simply cannot survive if their
ship is not a fast one, whereas in tight quarters a nimble ship is easy to crash. The player should be able to switch at will, a la
Thunderforce III, rather than having indirect control through power-ups.

And secondly, the music doesn't match the catchy melodies of the above mentioned games, or so many other old-school shmups.
That would have just been the cherry on top of the cake.. theres a few things that need fixed but other than that good game

things for paches in futre

1. stop it from crashing on some bosses
2.maybe add multiplayer???????

. Czym ta gra jest, każdy kupujący pewnie wie. Ja też wiedziałem, a jednak troszkę się zawiodłem. Trójwymiarowa a la kostka
Rubika i losowo pojawiające się elementy układanki niewiele mają wspólnego z planowniem kolejnego ruchu. Wszystko jest
raczej mocno przypadkowe.Gierka może być jedynie przerywnikiem i dodatkiem do herbatki z mlekiem i chlebciem z
dżemikiem. Dziesięciominutowa kolacja z Crit. Mass ma prawo bycia.

Nie oceniam, bo trudno jest ocenić tak prostą produkcję. Trudno cokolwiek tu wychwalać i jednocześnie ganić ją za cokolwiek.
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Jade se autkiem fajny klimacik // Driving se autkiem (a car) cool climacik atmosphetr. worst game every, the game should be
free that's how bad it is. This game reminds me a lot of games I used to play on other consoles..
It is a 90's game when they created a lot of these games ... still nice to play with your friends. Although no servers cause no one
still plays it but you can do a LAN server or singleplayer.
Nice game

6.5\/10
-Diesel. Only one thing to say, better than Final Fantasy Tactics.. My personal favorite skin for the game. I really liked Talion's
original outfit, and this skin just adds a bit to make him seem less tattered. It is only a cosmetic dlc though, so I wouldn't
recommend picking it up on it's own. I got it in the steam sale with all the other dlc.. bought on bundle stars for a pound great
game. About this game. I fell the graphics are bad. I mean, they did intentionally the appearance to look like old 80' pixelated
game. But, I saw other games doing the same and but this game graphics are terrible ugly.

One of the think is annoying me is that I found this game by filter all Fully Support Controller. I'm playing this game on mac
using PS3 controller. The game didn't recognised, so the only way I could play it is by using keyboard and mouse, not from my
couch like the About page says.. In lack of Very Organized Thief, Sneak Thief!. This game is worth the 5 dollars I spent,
especially when you can ALMOST use the mini gun like a jet pack.
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